Abstract. Recent work of Gorenstein and Lyons on finite simple groups has led to standard form problems for odd primes. The present paper classifies certain simple groups which have a standard 3-component of type ¿5(2).
1. Preliminary lemmas. In this section we collect some properties of L4 (2) and L5(2) which will be useful in the proofs of Theorems A and B. We also derive some elementary consequences of %4 and %¡. Lemma 1.1. Let G = F" (2) , n > 4, and let t be an involution in the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Then the following statements hold. Proof. See Suzuki [14] . Lemma 1.2. Let H = Aut(F"(2)), n = 4 or 5, and set G = H'. Then G = Ln(2) and the following conditions hold: Proof. B = B0 x CB(J) because J < C(b) and Out/ is a 3'-group. Setting Bx = CB(J), we need to show that Bx = <¿>. By assumption Bx is cyclic, and B0 is elementary abelian. Therefore B is abelian and ö'(F) = Ö'(F,). If \BX\ > 3, then <¿>> = ß,(ö'(F)) is strongly closed in B, contrary to hypothesis. Therefore Bx = <6>, and B = E21.
Set A7 = N (B) and TV = N/C*(B). Then there is a natural injection TV-» />GL(3, 3) s SL(3, 3) so we can identify Ñ with its image in SL(3, 3).
Let t G Nj(B) be an involution which inverts B0, so that <6> = Cb(t). We have C^(f) < /V>«¿>» =C(b) n /V(F), so that C^t) s D8.Jnspection of 2-local and 3-local subgroups of SL (3, 3) yields that either N » F9 • Z>8 « Sj'vZj or A/ s S4. In the former case N is the stabilizer of a hyperplane of B which must be B0, whence (a) holds.
Assume for the rest of the proof that A^ sí 24. Then \N : C^(è)| = 3, so (b) has 3 TV-conjugates. C^(b) has orbits of lengths 1, 2, 2, 4, and 4 on &X(B)
so <Z>> must fuse to exactly one of the orbits of length 2. Letting <£,) and <62) be the groups in that orbit, we have B0 = <¿>,, ¿2>. Since CN(b)/C(B) acts as the full monomial group on B0 with respect to [bx, b2), we conclude that N/C(B) acts as the full monomial group on B with respect to {b,bx,b2}.
It remains to show that N(B) controls fusion in B. If P G Syl3(7V(5)), then P s Z3^Z3 by the above paragraph, so B = J(P). Therefore B is weakly closed in F and N(P) < N(B). It follows that F G Syl3(G) and that N(B) controls fusion in B with respect to G. Lemma 1.4. Assume that G, b, and L satisfy %n, where n = 4 or 5. Let B G Syl3(C(¿?)), úí/íí/ set X = 03,(C(Z>)). ^ijwwe that X has odd order and that either \C(B)\ is odd or n = 5. Then X is a normal Hall {2, 3}'-subgroup of C(B) and X = 03,(C(A)) for every group A < B with b GG A. Finally, one of the following holds:
(i)C(b)= <Z>> X J X X,or
(ii) C(B) has even order.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 1.2(b) that [C(B) : BX] < 2. Therefore X is a normal (2, 3}-complement for C(B) and X = Oy(C(a)) for every a G bG n C(b). To verify the second assertion, it suffices to assume that A is an Proof. Assume the contrary. Then CV(J) = <r> has order 2 and J acts semiregularly on the set ñ of complements to <i> in U. As |ß| = 32 and J has a subgroup of order 31, it follows that J is doubly transitive on Ü. But F5 (2) has no doubly transitive representations of degree 32 by [2] , a contradiction. Lemma 1.6. Assume that J at L5 (2) , that ß G J has order 3 and that J acts on the 2-group T so that CT(ß) < T0 where T0 is J-invariant. Then T = F0.
Proof. It suffices to assume that F0 = 1. By Lemma 1.2(h), we can choose y G y of order 5 so that < ß, y> s L2(4). Then F is the direct product of natural L2 (4) Proof. Let &X(P) = {A, B, Bx, B2), let U G H*(F; 2) and let U < F G M*(/>; 2). Then CT(A) = 1 so F = CT(B)CT(BX)CT(B2). Hypotheses (i) and (ii) imply that U G Syl2(C(F)), so U = C^Ä) and |Cr(5,)| < 4 for / = 1, 2 by hypothesis (iii). Either U < Z(T) or 1 ^ C^F,) < Z(F) for / = 1, 2. In the latter case, we may relabel B and B¡ without affecting the hypotheses of the theorem to obtain U < Z(T).
By the Frattini argument, N(U) = C(U) ■ (C(B) n N(U)) = CL(U)(C(B) n N(U)). Setting C = CL(U), we have 3| |C| because CC(B) has 3'-order. Therefore T G Syl2(C) and in fact F G Syï2(N ( U)). By the preceding paragraph, |F| = 4" for n = 1, 2, or 3. We consider each possibility in turn. Case 1. « = 1. Then U = T G Syl2(F), sois L2(q) for some 9 = 3 or 5 (mod 8) by Walter [15] . By elementary properties of Aut(L2(<j)), CL(B) at L2(ql/3). Therefore q = 125, and the proposition holds. Proof. We first observe that A and B are strongly closed in F with respect to G. In fact, it is evident from hypothesis (iii) that A =£g B. Also, C(B) has 3 orbits on S,(F). As N(P)/P is a 3'-group, it then follows that A and B are each normal in N(P). But N(P) controls fusion in F, so the assertion is proved.
Let G be a counterexample of minimal order. Then Oy(G) = 1. It follows easily from assumption (i) that 03(G) = 1. Thus F*(G) = F(G) is the direct product of simple groups. Set F = E(G).
We argue that F < F. Set Q = P n F and assume that Q < P. Then Q ¥= 1 because 3| |F|. Since Q < N(P), we have that Q = A or Q = B. We shall use a 3-local characterization to obtain a contradiction. The claim is that either |C£(<2)| = 6 or \CE(Q)\ is odd. In fact, by transfer, CE(Q) < QOy(C(Q)), hence |C£(Ö)| is odd if Q = B or if Q = A and either (iii)(a) or (iii)(y) holds. On the other hand, if Q = A and (ni)(ß) holds, then |C£(g)| = 6 . So the claim is true in all cases. Therefore F s= L2(q), L3(q) or U3(q) for appropriate q by results of [4] , [5] and [11] . In any case, Out(F) is solvable, so K < F which gives Q = A. If (iii)(y) holds, then a similar argument shows that Q = B which is absurd. If (iii)(/3) holds, then E s; L2(p) for some p G {5, 7, 11, 13} and Out(F) is a 3' group. But C(E) = 1 and F < N(E) then yield a contradiction. Therefore (iii)(a) must hold. Let t be an involution in NK(A). Then t G F, and A = [CE(A), t]. It follows that F s L2(4), L3 (2) or i/3(4). But none of these groups admit an outer automorphism of order 3 in contradiction to B < N(E) and C(E) = 1. This completes the argument that P < F.
We now show that F is simple. If not, then E = Ex X F2 X • • • X F", with 2 < « and F, simple, 1 < i < n. As C(7>) is 3-solvable by hypotheses (i) and (ii), E = EXX E2 with F n F, ^ 1, / = 1, 2. As F n F, is inverted in F" / = 1, 2, it follows from NE(B) <d CE(B), i = 1, 2, together with 03(C(77)) = CE(B) = B X K that, without loss, we may set 7> n F, = A and F n F2 = F But then F, = F and therefore F, <1 G by hypothesis (iii) which contradicts our choice of G. We conclude that E is simple. Therefore E = G by choice of G.
We shall now apply a result of G. Higman [7] to contradict the simplicity of G. Let D G &X(P)\{A, B) and for every subgroup X of G, let 5(A-) denote the set of involutions of G which invert X. Higman's result asserts that if t G Inv(G), then two of the following three sets are nonempty: i(A)G n {/}, i(B)G n {t}, i(D)G n {/}• In order to apply this result, we require some information about í (A), *5(B) and i(D).
We first daim that i(D) ç í(F)G. To see this, set H = N(D), H0 = C(D) and 7/ = 77/D. By the first paragraph, NHo(P) < A/XF), so our hypothesis forces NH (P) = CH (P). In particular, 770 has a normal 3-License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use complement F If F is not solvable, then F has a chief section which is the direct product of one or more Suzuki groups. Therefore CF(A) = CF(P) involves Sz(2). But C(P) contains no elements of order 4 by hypothesis, so F is solvable and hence 77 is solvable. As F = Oy(H), it follows from Lemma 2.2 that x &jjN(P) for every x G 5 (D). This in turn yields 5(7?) Ç 9(F)G as claimed.
Let r G i(A) n K and í G 3(F) n C(/l) with [r, 5] = 1. If C(P) has even order, let t G Inv(C(F)), otherwise, set t = 1. Then </> G Syl2(C(F)) by hypothesis (ii) and we may choose t so that </, r, s} is abelian. Observe that K(s, t} at 2j, A5 x Z2 or 25 X Z2 and F<j, f> covers N(B)/03, (C(B) Proof. By Lemma 3.1, A is homocyclic abelian of order 3^_Assume first that A at Z9 X Z9. Since A and F0 are isomorphic as GF(3)D modules, an easy argument yields B = tix(P). Therefore B is weakly closed in F with respect to G and consequently F G Syl3(G). Suppose b=Gb~x so that N = (b, t} X AD as in Lemma 3.1. Then, assuming that / G N(A), as we may, t centralizes A/B0 and inverts B0, an obvious contradiction. Hence b £ N'. But N(P) < N, and F has no Z3^Z3 homomorphic image. A recent transfer theorem of Yoshida [16] implies that A = P n N(P)'. Thus A G We argue that E(b} satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1. Since U < C(E), m23(E) = 1. Furthermore, if <a*> G Syl3(F), then <a*> G Syl3(C£(¿>)). As NA((b, a*}) acts transitively on g,(<¿, a*}) \ {<a*>}, CE(ß) at CE(b) for ß G <Jb, a*> -<a*>. It remains to verify that C* = CE(a*) has odd order. Since A < A^C*), G3(C*) has odd order. Also C(b) n G3-£(C*) is a 3'-group, so C* is 3-constrained. In particular, if R* is a <6>-invariant Sylow 3-subgroup of C*, then F* is abelian, and Oy3(C*) = Oy(C)R*. Since GÄ.(6) = 0*>, m(R*) < 3. Since C*/Oy(C)R* acts faithfully on fl,(F*) and fixes <a*>, it follows that C* is 3-nilpotent. This implies that |C*| is odd and hence F<¿>> satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1.
We conclude that F s L2(125), L2(64) or L3 (4) . (ii) 7/L,. = Oy,E(C(U,)), then LJOy(L¡) at L3(4) and U, < L3_Jor i = 1, 2; and (iii) CA(F) = Oy(C, (b)) X K, where Ox{Cu{b)) = ^ = A5, i = 1, 2.
Proof. Choose a and U as in Lemma 3.4 and set Ux = U and F, = OyE(C(Ux)). Let U2 = A n Lx so that U2 G Syl3(F,) and A = Ux X U2. By properties of F3 (4) In order to complete the proof of (ii), assume that K at L3(2) and L at L2(4) for purpose of a contradiction. Let U be a 7?-invariant fours subgroup of L and set V = 02(N(U)). Then [B, U] = U gives U < Z(V). Now Cv(ß) = V D 77 < 02(CH(U)), so [K, Cy(ß)} < K n 02(C"(t/)) = 1. But CH(K) < C(F0), and C(F0) has dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups. It follows that U = Cy(ß). As ß =n(b0) y and L = E(C(B0)), an application of the 2(e), (0, 02(CK(r)) = 02(CL(r)) = 1, so O^C^r)) = 1. As FF<t> contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(ß) and ß =NçB) 7» we have 02(C((ß, t») = 02(C((y, t») = <t>. It follows from the action of F0 on 02(C(t)) that G2(C(t)) = <t>, a contradiction since C(t) is 2-constrained.
For the remainder of the section, let t be an involution in C(B0) which inverts b. Set C = C(/) and F = 02(C). We shall show that C is isomorphic to the centralizer of an involution in L7(2). We now show that F is extra-special. Set T¡ = CT(b¡) and F, = 02(C((b¡, t})) so that F, = F n F,., / = 1, 2. By Lemma 1.2(g), C n E(C(b¡)) = R¡L¡ where L¡ at L3(2), b¡ G L3_¡, R¡ is extra-special of type 2\ and F < F, n F2. Setting C = C/</> and observing that F= F*(C), we have Rf is abehan, hence D < C^F) = Z(f). Since D = C^^ß), Lemma 1.6
implies that F is elementary abehan. As C(ß) n Z(T) = <i>, we have Z(T) = <i> by the same lemma. Thus F is extra-special. By Lemma 4.3, K centralizes D, so y acts regularly on the F-invariant section T/D. Therefore \T/D\ = 24r for some r > 1. But |F| = |F,F2| = l^il l^l/l^l < \R\\ l^l/l^l = 2" gives r < 2. On the other hand, / acts faithfully on F forcing r > 1. We conclude that r = 2 whereupon |F| =2" and Ti = F" i -1,2.
Since F, is extra-special, T = Tx * CT(TX). As C^F^ n C(6,) = CT(TX) n F, = </>, we have CT(TX) < T2. But CT(TX) = [CT(TX), bx] < [F2, Z>,] which is extra-special of type 2% so that F = F, * [F2, ¿>,] is extra-special of type 2+1. This completes the proof. 
